APPENDIX 4 Buildings Considered for Local Listing

Daphnes, Nottingham Road
An original Chartist semi-detached house now much altered. Left hand side with dominant 2 storey wing at right angles to road, and parapet wall concealing original roof slope. Right hand side less altered, but part used as garage to new house erected in grounds.

The Hop Garden and Laburnums, Nottingham Road
Probably on the site of the original farm buildings, this original pair of Chartist semi-detached houses has scroll symbol to the central gable. Much extended on the right hand side with two storey bay to the front of the original house and large two storey side extension. 2 storey side extension also to left hand side; windows altered.

Croft House, Nottingham Road
Originally a pair of Chartist semi-detached houses with large 2 storey extension to left hand side. Front gable elevation with scroll remains. Left hand extension has half timbering to 1st floor and front gable and leaded light windows. Right hand side less altered but with large new house (Glenthorne) in the grounds.

Hope Cottage, Bradford Road
Symmetrical front facing onto road though much altered from original Chartist house. 2 storey side wings and single storey front extensions; longer side elevation now facing south-west with scroll symbol in pedimented section above new porch set behind the front range.

The Grange, Long Lane
Built as the school, now a private house. Red brick with pale brick dressing to window openings. Central gable over three windows with side wings, extended to form complex building. Still recognisable as grander version of the original Chartist semi-detached houses. Now approached by a driveway from Long Lane and screened from the Nottingham/Bradford Road corner where a pedestrian gate remains.

Myrtle Cottage, Nottingham Road
Two storey with bay windows to either side of central door; hipped slate roofs. The original Chartist house has now been subsumed within later 19th C. extensions. The small wing to the left hand side may give an indication of the scale of the original cottage.

Heron Cottage, Stockport Road
Another original single storey Chartist cottage facing onto Nottingham Road. Later extensions have dramatically enlarged the original and the house now faces onto Stockport Road. The cottage can still be appreciated from the corner of these two roads and the extensions, while overwhelming, are in an attractive and sympathetic style. The scroll motif re-appears on the newer north-east gable.

Cherry Tree Cottage, Stockport Road
On the opposite corner from Heron Cottage, this is also a single storey Chartist cottage. Although extended it still retains its original scale and charm with rendered walls and slate roof.

Pinhaye and Rosecot, Nottingham Road
An original pair of Chartist semi-detached houses, massively extended. On left hand side, a 2 storey wing with half timbering to first floor; on right hand side extensive and interesting 2 storey range at right angles to the road, with galleried 1st floor.

Heron’s Lodge and Cherry Cottage, Halifax Road
With access now from Long Lane, the house is now a substantial and attractive two storey brick property with slate roofs to the double stack plan form. It bears little resemblance to the original single storey Chartist cottage. There is apparently some internal evidence though the outside walls are all from later in the 19thC. Cherry Cottage is the single storey outbuilding to the north-east along Halifax Road; a building dramatically and interestingly transformed in the 20thC with the addition of rooflights and a striking, vertical dormer. There are further extensive single storey outbuildings to the north-west of the main house.

Sherwood, Halifax Road
A Chartist cottage expanded and extended into a large house. It is 2 storeys with 2 gables facing onto Halifax Road. A third gable set back slightly, fronts a wing running at right angles to the road, with an interesting side elevation of grey brick and red brick dressings. The buildings also features a very attractive rooftop copper weathervane, and bell brought from the former school (now The Grange).

The Grey Cottage, Halifax Road
Chartist cottage; single storey, white rendered walls and slate roof. Later 2 storey central gable – an attractive feature in its own right. Also single storey extensions to rear with attractive triple gabled side elevation.

Little Aymers, Halifax Road
An original Chartist cottage, the scale and size of which is easily appreciated from the road. Central front gable with hipped slate roof and two chimney stacks. The cottage now runs back to a later 2 storey house which is in scale and character with the original, the overall building being very attractive. Kim Philby lived here in the early 1950s.

The Bower House, Long Lane
Despite having access off Long Lane, the house lies at the northern end of Halifax Road and is one of the original Chartist houses although much extended. The central pedimented section is now concealed by a 2 storey range with attractive curved roofed loggia, but the two storey wings shown in 19th C photos can still be seen.